Initial evidence is presented that explicitly parallel, machine-independent programs can automatically be translated into parallel machine code that is competitive in performance with hand-written code.
Introduction
Effective programmability of parallel machines is one of the most pressing problems in parallel computing. The key aspect of this problem is efficiency-preserving portability.
The first major concern, portability, is as essential for parallel computing as it is for sequential computing: one simply cannot afford to rewrite parallel programs for each machine. Portability can be achieved with machineindependent programming languages that allow clear expression of parallel algorithms and are free of hardware quirks that may differ from one computer to the next.
The second major concern is efficiency. Programs expressed in a high-level, portable language must be compilable into parallel machine code of satisfactory efficiency on a wide range of architectures. Efficiency is satisfactory if the compiled code approaches the performance of handtuned machine-dependent code.
This paper is primarily concerned with efficiency. It provides a quantitative evaluation of the code produced by a compiler for a high-level, portable programming language with explicit parallelism. The language is Modulw-2*, an extension of Modula-2. The extensions are small and could be incorporated into other imperative languages, including Fortran. At present, the compiler targets the MasPax MP-1 series (large scale SIMD systems), LANs (medium scale MIMD systems), and sequential workstations (SISD systems). Measurements of a set of benchmarks support the Hypothesis: Explicitly parallel and machine-independent programs can automatically be translated into machine-dependent parallel code that is competitive in performance with optimized hand-written code.
This result is important for writing explicitly parallel programs and for converting existing sequential programs to parallel ones. With good compilers, the manual conversion of a sequential program can concentrate on finding parallel algorithms, while ignoring machine-dependent details.
The necessary mapping to a given machine architecture is performed completely automatically. The advantage of this separation of concerns is not only that it simplifies the conversion process, but it also assures that the result of the conversion is a machine-independent program that can be run on different machines after recompilation. Furthermore, we present evidence that a compiler can also produce highly efficient sequential code from parallel programs. Sequential efficiency is important for several reasons. First, it allows programmers to use parallel language constructs even when targeting sequential machines. Parallel constructs free programmers from the task of manually sequentializing an algorithm where parallel expression is more natural. Second, parallel programs can be developed and tested on sequential machines without incurring unjustifiable overhead. Finally, the fact that a compiler for parallel machines produces efficient sequential code when setting the number of processors to unity provides a good indication about the generality and scalability of the code generation techniques employed. In section 2, we briefly introduce Modula-2* while the main features of our Modula-2* System (compiler, debugger, libraries, runtime system) axe described in section 3. We present the benchmarks, experiments, and their results in section 4 and conclude with a discussion of the quantitative effects of two major optimization techniques.
M o d u l a -*
The programming language Modula-2* was developed to allow for high-level, problem-oriented and machineindependent parallel programming. As described in [19] , it provides the following features:
• An arbitrary number of processes operate on data in the same single address space. Note that shared memory is not required; a single address space merely permits all memory to be addressed uniformly, but not necessarily at uniform speed.
• Synchronous and asynchronous parallel computations as well as arbitrary nestings thereof can be formulated in a totally machine-independent way.
• Procedures may be called in any context (sequential, synchronous, or asynchronous) and at any nesting depth. Furthermore, additional parallel processes can be created inside procedures (recursive parallelism).
• All the abstraction mechanisms of Modula-2 are available for parallel programming.
Modula-2* extends Modula-2 with the following two language constructs.
1. The FORALL statement, which has a synchronous and an asynchronous version, is the only way to introduce parallelism into a Modula-2* program.
The distribution of array data is optionally specified
by allocators, e.g. SPREAD, CYCLE. They do not have any semantic meaning and are just layout hints for the compiler.
Because of the compactness and simplicity of the extensions, they could easily be incorporated into other imperative programming languages, such as Fortran, C, or Ada. In Modula-2* the syntax of the FORALL statement is: [19] .
The synchronous version of this FORALL operates much like the HPF FORALL, except that it is fully orthogonal to the rest of the language: Any statement, including conditionals, loops, other FORALLs, and subroutine calls may be placed in its body. Thus, the language explicitly supports nested and recursive parallelism. There is no concept of asynchronous parallelism in HPF. Below, we describe each part of the Modula-2* System in some det ~il.
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3 . 1 C o m p i l e r G e n e r a l A r c h i t e c t u r e . To keep major parts of the compiler machine-independent, Modula-2* programs are translated to a general intermediate representation. Based on a study of different parallel machines, we decided to use C augmented with a set of macros as an intermediate language [13] . Macros are expanded using target-specific include files yielding the appropriate parallel C derivate. Thus, retargeting the compiler only requires the exchange of the macro package and some libraries. O p t i m i z a t i o n s .
On parallel machines, optimizations tend to improve program runtime dramatically. Therefore, the Modula-2* compiler performs various optimizations and code restructurings summarized below (for more details see [17] ). In the following subsections, we briefly sketch the main optimizations that are implemented in our Modula-2* compilers. In section 4.4 we show the quantitative effects of these techniques.
A u t o m a t i c D a t a a n d P r o c e s s D i s t r i b u t i o n On distributed memory machines, the distribution, i.e. alignment and layout of data and processes over the available processors is a central problem.
Alignmentis the task of finding an appropriate trade-off between the two conflicting goals of (1) data locality and (2) maximum degree of parallelism. Our automatic alignment algorithm is descibed in [16] and briefly sketched below by means of an example. Layout is the assignment of aligned data structures and processes to the available processors. Desirable goals are (3) the exploitation of special hardware supported communication patterns and (4) simple address calculations. We use an automatic mapping [15] of arbitrary multidimensional arrays to processors and thus exploit grid communication if available and achieve efficient address calculations.
To align arrays A and B of the following example, array A is enlarged and shifted to the left. All index expressions involved are transformed accordingly. The shift leads to the same index expressions on a per statement basis. The enlargement decouples alignment and layout. Since the resulting arrays have the same size, the layout algorithm maps corresponding elements of the array to the same processor. We allow for moderate storage waste because the primary goal is execution speed.
Up to now we have only dealt with the data alignment. Process Mignment is also achieved by means of a sourceto-source transformation. During this transformation, the FORALLs are attributed with an ALIGNED WITH clause that directs the code generator to allocate each process where the corresponding data element resides: The original FORALL has been split into two parts. In both FORALLs the process with index i will be executed where data element B [ i ] resides, resulting in local accesses. Local accesses could not be achieved with a single FORALL.
E l i m i n a t i o n o f S y n c h r o n i z a t i o n B a r r i e r s
The semantics of synchronous FDRALLs in [19] require a vast number of synchronization barriers. Most real synchronous FORALLs, however, only need a fraction thereof to ensure correctness [9] . Redundant synchronization barriers can be detected with data dependence analysis [22, 3] .
To understand the techniques of automatic synchronization barrier elimination consider the synchronous FDRALL statement below, followed by two possible translations. 
END
The translation on the left shows an equivalent program, in which all synchronization points appear at the end of asynchronous FORALLs. The compiler detects that four of the six synchronizations are redundant and restructures the code accordingly. The optimized result is shown on the right.
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K n o w n W e a k n e s s e s Currently, the compiler does not exploit the possibility of grid communication on the MasPar. Non-local data is accessed with general communication. Although the necessary information is present in the compilation process this is not yet implemented.
On MIMD machines with high latency networks the following optimizations, which are not implemented yet, will improve performance: The combination of messages that have the same source or destination will lead to larger packets and less total latency. With pre-fetch or post-store analysis Computation and communication can be overlapped to hide remaining latency.
Furthermore, there are some performance problems when translating nested parallelism. Work on better scheduling strategies is in progress.
R u n t i m e System
The Modula-2* runtime system performs the initialization, maintenance, and cleanup of code sections executed in paxallel. Runtime system functions are provided by efficiently implementable, machine-independent macro interfaces.
The MasPar MP-1 series runtime system makes use of the MasPar system library. The LAN runtime system is built on top of p4 [4] , a message passing parallel programming system available for a variety of machines. Therefore, we are able to target heterogenous LANs. The use of p4 should also make our LAN compiler a sound basis for a future MIMD Modula-2* compiler.
Parallel Libraries
The Modula-2* parallel libraries comprise reductions, scans and enumerations. They aim at scalability, portability, and efficiency of frequently used parallel operations. Scalability means that the library routines operate on open array parameters of arbitrary size. We ensure portability by providing the same interfaces on all target machines. To achieve efficiency, we exploit low-level features of each target machine in the different library implementations.
Another interesting feature of these libraries is their functional diversity. Wherever possible, normal, masked, segmented, and universal (masked plus segmented) versions of the parallel operations are provided.
Parallel Debugger
The Modula-2* source-level debugger [7] allows for visual interactive debugging under X-Windows. The central concepts of debugging parallel Modula-2* programs are process and data visualization. The debugger enables users to trace activities executed in parallel by providing abstraction mechanisms like grouping, parallel call trees, and simultaneous source code views in different windows.
For data visualization, 2D-slices of multidimensional distributed arrays can be displayed graphically in so-called "visualizer windows". Furthermore, the debugger is able to collect rudimentary profiling data by counting statement or subroutine invocations.
B e n c h m a r k s and R e s u l t s
At the moment, our benchmark suite consists of thirteen problems collected from the literature [1, 6, 11, 8, 5] . For each problem, we implemented the same algorithms in Modula-2*, in sequential C, and in MPL 1. Then we measured the runtimes of our implementations on a 16K MasPar MP-1 (SIMD) and a SparcStation-1 (SISD) for widely ranging problem sizes. Measurements for LANs are not yet available because the tedious and error-prone task of implementing hand-coded versions is still in progress. M o d u l a -2 * P r o g r a m s . In Modula-2* we employ our libraries wherever possible. A technical deficiency in our current Modula-2* compiler forced us to manually "unroll" two-dimensional arrays into one-dimensional equivalents. This will no longer be necessary in the near future. M P L P r o g r a m s . In MPL we implemented the same algorithms as in Modula-2* and carefully hand-tuned them for the MasPar MP-1 architecture. The MPL programs make extensive use of local access, neighborhood communication, standard library routines, and other documented programming tricks. To ensure the fairness of the comparison, the resulting MPL programs are as generally scalable as their Modula-2* counterparts. Since scalability is not restricted to multiples of the number of processors, boundary checks are required in every virtualization loop. S e q u e n t i a l C P r o g r a m s . The sequential C programs implement the parallel algorithms on a single processor. We use optimized sequential libraries wherever possible.
In the following, we first compare the resource consumption of these three program classes. Then we discuss their overall performance and present each problem together with its specific performance results in some detail. In section 4.4 we show the quantitative effects of the optimization techniques.
Resource C o n s u m p t i o n
The comparison is based on the criteria program space, data space, development time, and runtime performance. P r o g r a m Space. Our compiler translates Modula-2* programs via C plus macros to MPL or C. The resul-1 MPL [14] is a data-parallel extension of C designed for the MasPar MP-1 series. In MPL, the number of available processors, the SIMD architecture of the machine, its 2D meshconnected processor network, and the distributed memory are visible. The programmer writes a SIMD program and a sequential frontend program with explicit interactions between the two. MPL provides special commands for neighborhood and general communication. Virtualization loops and distributed address computations must be implemented by hand. ting programs consume slightly more space than the handcoded MPL or C programs. Regarding source code length, Modula-2* programs are typically half the size of their corresponding MPL or C programs. Data Space. The memory requirements of the Modula-2* programs are typically similar to those of the MPL and C programs. Memory overhead, i.e. variable replication into temporaries, occurs during synchronous assignments. This replication, however, most often is also required in hand-coded MPL. Furthermore, there is some additional overhead involved in controlling synchronous, nested, and recursive parallelism (16 [18] . The remaining problems have been introduced by other authors and compiler groups [12, 8, 10] . The benchmark suite does not contain standard numeric operations since we are convinced that these routine will require low level library implementation which is unlikely to be done by an end user in Modula-2*.
In the problem descriptions below n is used as problem size that occurs in the graphs. The main reason for the better runtimes of the hand-coded MPL program is the way neighboring data elements are accessed. The MPL program exploits the hardware supported XNET communication, whereas the Modula-2* compiler currently uses the much slower general communication. Global commmfication becomes slower with an increasing number of data packets in the network, whereas XNET performance is independent of the load. Thus, the perfomnance ratio drops initially, until general communication is saturated. With growing virtuallzation ratio (> 214), an increasing number of accesses to neighboring data elements is local in both the MPL implementation and the Modula-2* translation. Since the fraction of the overall runtime spent in communication shrinks, the performance of the Modula-2* program improves to 80%.
Approach II: Again, the interval [a, b] is divided evenly over all processes. T h e n each process performs Newton's iteration. The algorithm terminates when a process finds the root. N o t e : This problem occurs frequently in science and engineering applications [1] . Since the implementations have total locality the performance is better than that of approach I. The Modnla-2* compiler uses a general translation scheme for the FORALL statement that allows for nested parallelism. This generality, however, is more costly than the straightforward implementation of virtualization loops in the MPL program. For problem sizes < 214 the loops axe iterated only once. For growing virtuallzation ratios, the loop overhead becomes smaller compared to the work done in all iterations, leading to growing performance of Modnla-2*.
. 3 . 2 D o c t o r ' s O f f i c e P r o b l e m :
A set of n patients, a set of doctors, and a receptionist are given. The task is to model the following interactions: Initially, all patients are well and all doctors are in a F I F O queue awaiting sick patients. T h e n patients become sick at random and enter a F I F O queue for treatment by one of the doctors. The receptionist handles the two queues, assigning patients to doctors in F I F O manner. As soon as a doctor and patient are paired, the doctor diagnoses the illness and treats the patient in a random amount of time. After finishing with a patient, the doctor rejoins the doctor's queue to await another patient. The output of the problem is intentionally unspecified (from [5] ). A p p r o a c h : The random amounts of time that patients are well and that doctors need to treat illnesses are counted down in parallel. T h e F I F O assignments of doctors to patients is done in parallel, too. The output is a list of timestamps, indicating when patients became ill, and list of pairings (doctor, patient, treatment time). The curve of the MasPax performance is shaped similar to that of problem 4.3.1 (approach I). However, the amount of compu- The solution uses a wave-front implementation of dynamic programming. It causes intensive access to neighboring data elements. T h e problem size is n =max(l, m).
N o t e :
The problem is presented in detail in [18] . The parallel solution is based on [2] .
The curve of the MasPar performance is shaped similar to that of problem 4.3.1 (approach I). The effect of global versus XNET communication is smaller when few packets axe sent (problem size < 29). Due to limited memory, only problem sizes smaller than 16k axe considered. Thus, the expected performance growth for bigger problem sizes is not visible.
R e d / B l a c k I t e r a t i o n
Approach: The implementation is straightforward. See for example [1] . It almost exclusively references neighboring data elements inn n • n-matrix. Note: This problem often serves as a case study for implementors of automatically parMlelizing compilers, e.g. [10] .
See the explanation for problem 4.3.1 (approach I). The Red/Black problem is quadratic. Problem size 2 ~ requires 214 matrix elements and therefore corresponds to the machine size of the MasPar (16k).
List Rank
Problem: A linked list of n elements is given. The good result on the MasPar is caused by the fact that both MPL and r~4odula-2* must use general communication.
Pairs of Relative Primes
Problem: Count the number of pairs (i, j) with 2 _< i < j < n that are relatively prime, i.e. the greatest common divisor of i and j is 1. Approach: The solution is based on a data-parallel implementation of the GCD algorithm followed by an add-scan.
Note: The problem was suggested by Hatcher [8] .
Probl~ relpri~
The parallel invocation of & GCD procedure with its parallel
.hile construct is the dorninant cost producer in this exalnple. Since this is implemented almost identical in MPL and the Modula-2* version on the lV[asPar, the same runtimes can be measured.
Transitive Closure
Problem: The adjacency matrix of a directed graph with n nodes is given. Find its transitive closure. Approach: Process the adjacency matrix according to the property that if nodes x and m as well as nodes m and y are (transitively) adjacent, then x and y are (transitively) adjacent. The algorithm is due to Warshall [21] . Note: The problem was suggested by Hatcher [8] .
~roblem w~rBhal I ' t(,~pl)/tlm2")-t(=)/t(m2") ....
probl~ size
The good result on the MasPar is caused by the fact that both MPL and Modula-2* must use generM communication.
Hamming's Problem
Problem: A set of primes {a, b, c,...} of arbitrary size and an integer n are given. Find all integers of the form a i .b j .c~.... _< n in increasing order and without duplicates. Approach: For each given prime p compute the power set {pilpl _< n}. Combine any two power sets to a new one, while enforcing that the products remain < n. Repeat the combination for all power sets. Note: The problem has been suggested in [5] . A p p r o a c h : We implemented the classical prime sieve. However, rather than using a virtual process per candidate, the algorithm assigns a segment of candidates to each processor. This adaptive version works much faster since division can be replaced by indexing within each segment. N o t e : The problem was suggested by Hatcher [8] .
Probl ~ pri~B The MPL implementation of the parallel adaptive work loops can take advantage of parallel register variables. Access to them is much faster than melnory access. The Modula-2* compiler does not place the santo variables into registers. Hence, for growing adaptive work loops (problem size > 214 ) the performance curve degrades.
. E f f e c t o f t h e O p t i m i z a t i o n s
A l i g n m e n t a n d L a y o u t Data locality obviously pays off since data access involving communication is slower than access to local memory. On the MasPar, this optimization improves runtime performance by 40% on average. The advantage of statically determined locality grows with the amount of data accessed. No differences could be measured on a sequential workstation, since all accesses are local. E l i m i n a t i o n o f S y n c h r o n i z a t i o n B a r r i e r s
The elimination obviously pays off for machines without synchronization hardware. Most MIMD machines, for example, synchronize by message passing, which can be two or three orders of magnitude slower than instruction execution. However, synchronization barrier elimination is even beneficial on SIMD machines, because it reduces virtualization overhead and the number of temporary variables needed. Furthermore, it may improve register usage.
In the following diagram, we show the performance ratio between runs without and with elimination of Synchronization barrier elimination improves runtime by over 40% on a MasPar and by over a factor of 2 on sequential workstations. Originally, the benchmark programs had 278 synchronization barriers which were reduced to 109 by applying the optimization technique.
On SISD and MIMD machines, the performance improvement stems from the fact that fewer virtualization loops and fewer temporaries are needed. On a workstation, loop control and computation is done by the same processor. Without the elimination of synchronization barriers more than 50% of the runtime is used for loop control and memory access for additional temporaries. On the MasPar MP-1, loop control is performed by the fast frontend processor whereas the computation is done by the much slower parallel processors. Since the optimization technique only affects the frontend part the relative performance gain is smaller than that achieved on a single workstation.
C o n c l u s i o n
We presented evidence that compilers for explicitly parallel machine-independent programs can produce competitive code. The results were obt~ned by comparing compiled code with hand-written and hand-optimized code. Our Modula-2* compiler presently produces code for the MasPar MP-1 series that, on average, reaches 80% of the performance of equivalent hand-coded programs. With additional optimization techniques this ratio is likely to improve even further.
High-level language compilers for parallel machines not only provide portability for parallel programs. They also simplify the task of converting sequential programs to parallel ones because the machine mapping is done by the compiler while the programmer can concentrate on finding machine-independent parallel algorithms.
A SPARC/SunOS 4.1.1 binary version of the Modula-2* compiler, the documentation, and the benchmarks are available via anonymous ftp from iraunl.ira.uka.de under pub/programming/modula2star. In order to keep track of the Modula-2* community, we ask retrievers of our Modula-2* compiler to send us their full naanes and addresses. Send all correspondence to msc@ira.uka.de.
